more general version appears to be natural in dealing with other theorems. In particular, it has been shown that #-refinable [5] and weak #-refinable [6] spaces are irreducible. In these spaces we are dealing with conditions which are essentially "point-finite". However, as Aull [4] has shown, important cardinality theorems are also true for the large class of δ0-refinable spaces and Hodel and Vaughan [9] have generalized these to [α, β] -refinable spaces. In [5] irreducibility was characterized as follows: THEOREM 
[5] A space X is irreducible if and only if for every open cover °U = {U a : a E A} there exists a discrete collection of closed sets SΓ = {T h : b£.B} such that B C A, T b C U b for each b E B and {U h : be B] covers X.
The requirement that each T b be in one of the sets from the original open cover and then that {U b : b E B) cover the space is too restrictive in considering spaces which allow the order, of the open refinement at points, to have infinite cardinality. To include this class of spaces, in which "point-finiteness" is not guaranteed, for every infinite cardinal α, we make the following definition; which is motivated by Theorem 2.1, δθ-refinable and [α, o°)-refinable spaces.
DEFINITION.
A topological space X is irreducible of order a provided: for every open covering °U of X there exists an open refinement V = U{V a : a E A} of °U and a family of discrete closed collections {SΓ a : a E A} where card (A) < a such that:
(1) for each T E 2Γ a , T τ = {V E T a : T C V} is nonempty and card (r r )<α, (2) {V:VGT τ ,TESΓ (n aeA} covers X.
From the definition, if a and β are infinite cardinals, irreducible implies irreducible of order a and if a ^ β then irreducible of order a implies irreducible of order β.
In §3, the relationship between [α, c°)-refinable spaces and spaces which are irreducible of order a is presented. Applications of irreducible of order α, to the cardinality relationships between discrete collections and open coverings, are given in §4. Section 5 contains an example which shows that if β > α, then irreducible of order β does not imply irreducible of order α.
All spaces will be assumed to be Γ,-spaces. Infinite cardinals will be denoted by lower case Greek letters or alephs. If % is a collection of subsets of a space X and p E X, ord(p, °lί) will denote the cardinality of the subcollection of °U consisting of those sets which contain p.
3. On [CK, oo)-refiliable spaces. Some of the results of Aull [4] play an essential role in this study and they are restated here for completeness. A subset M of a space X is called distinguished with respect to an open cover °il if for each pair of distinct points x, y E M, if x E ί/E °U then yg: U. Also, M is maximally distinguished with respect to °U on a set H if M C H, M is distinguished and if P is distinguished and M C P C H, then P = M. Sets of this type have also been used extensively by Hodel [8] and Hodel and Vaughan [9] . LEMMA 3.1. [Aull] (1) A distinguished set is a discrete collection of singletons.
(2) // a distinguished set M with respect to an open cover °lί is contained in a set H, then it is contained in a maximally distinguished set on H with respect to °ll. (3) // Y is the subcollection of an open cover °U that intersects a maximally distinguished set M with respect to °lί on a set H, then V covers H.
Hodel and Vaughan [9] have unified many diverse theorems involving cardinality conditions for open coverings in their paper on [α, β]-compactness. Four types of refinements were introduced in [9] . We will consider the [α, °o)-refinable space, because the necessary variations of irreducible of order a which would lend themselves to other applications in [9] 
Applications of irreducibility of order ex. A space X
has the a-BWproperty [9] if every subset M of X with card(M) ^ a has an ω-accumulation point. In T Γ spaces it suffices for such sets to have a cluster point. Singular cardinals are characterized by Jech [10, Lemma 11] in the following manner: a cardinal K is singular if and only if there exists a cardinal λ < K and a family {S ξ : ξ < Λ} of subsets of K such that K = U {S ξ : ξ < K} and card(S^)< K, for each ξ < λ. This characterization is stated here to clarify the need, in the following theorems, to restrict our attention to cardinals which are not singular; that is, regular cardinals. THEOREM 
Let a be a regular cardinal. A space X is [α, oo). compact if and only if X is irreducible of order a and has the a-BW property.
Proof Since the necessity is clearly valid, we will prove only the sufficiency. Let °U be an open covering of a space which is irreducible of order a and has the a-BW property. Let Ψ = U{V a : a E A} be an open refinement of °ll, and let {SΓ a : a E A} be a family of discrete closed collections where card(Λ)<α such that for each TE 3~a, T τ = {VET a :TGV} is nonempty and card(T τ )<α and {V:VET T , T E 9~c n αEΛ} covers the space. Since the space has the a-BWproperty, for each a EΛ card(5^)<α. Since a is a regular cardinal, {V: VE7 T , TE 3~a, a E A} has cardinality less than a. Accordingly, the space is [α, co)-compact. COROLLARY 
A space is [H u^) -compact ( = Lindelδf) if and only if it is irreducible of order H x and has the H r BW property ( = N r compact).
Since H () -BW implies H^BW, Corollary 4.2 provides the intermediate step for the next corollary to Theorem 4.1. This corollary indicates the sensitivity of a strengthening of the BW property, while the weaker form of irreducibility is preserved. In particular, a countably compact space which is irreducible or order H x is compact. (That is, irreducible of order K o is not required.) COROLLARY [α, β] and has the a-BW property.
A space is [H^^)-compact ( = compact) if and only if it is irreducible of order Kj and has the H () -BW property ( = countably compact).

COROLLARY 4.4. Let a be a regular cardinal A space X is [α, β]-compact if and only if X is irreducible of order
The Lindelδf degree, introduced by Juhasz [11] , of a space X is denoted by L(X) and defined to be N o a where a is the least cardinal such that every open cover of X has a subcover of cardinality ^ a. The proof of the following theorem is contained in the proof of Theorem 4.1, since [α, sc)-compact implies THEOREM 
Let a be a regular cardinal. If X is irreducible of order a and has the a-BW property, then
Hodel defines the discreteness character [8] of a space X to be K o a, where a = supjcard(^): & is a discrete collection of nonempty closed sets in X}. The discreteness character of X is denoted by Δ(X). Clearly, Δ(X)^L(X) for all spaces Proof. Suppose X does not have the a + -BW property. Let H be any set such that card(H)^α + and H has no cluster points. Then {{p}: p G H} is a discrete collection of closed sets with cardinalitŷ a\ Then Δ(X)>α. THEOREM 
Let a be a regular cardinal. If X is irreducible of order a and
Proof Since X is irreducible of order α, then X is irreducible of order a + and from the preceding lemma Δ(X) = a implies X has the a 
5.
Example. 
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